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DRAFT - Terms of Reference  
 
Overview and Scrutiny Energy and Sustainability Working Group  
 
To appoint Members to a working group on behalf of the Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee to review the Council’s actions in responding to the Climate Emergency 
and to stimulate sustainable lifestyles and behaviour change within Elmbridge’s 
communities in addressing wider climate change objectives.  
 

1. Purpose & Functions: 
 

a. To scrutinise the Council’s decisions and scope responding to the Climate 
Emergency, i.e. carbon reduction actions that are laid out in the Council’s 
Carbon Management and Reduction Plan 2020-2030.  

 
b. To recommend areas for improvement or further policy development to meet 

the Council’s carbon neutral target.  
 

c. To act as a forum where issues relevant to the Climate Emergency response 
can be raised and provides the opportunity for liaison between its members 
on good practise and the exchange of information.  

 
d. To ensure the Council is effectively and efficiently prioritising its resources to 

enable carbon reduction actions to be implemented.  
 

e. To ensure the Council is prioritising suitable carbon reduction actions and ini-
tiatives to support the successful delivery of the Carbon Management and 
Reduction Action Plan.  

 
f. To explore new and best practise initiatives for a sustainable community and 

a carbon neutral community. This may include areas relating to sustainability 
that can make a positive difference to the Borough, such as community tree 
planting schemes, or relevant actions as proposed in Surrey’s Climate 
Change Strategy.  
 

g. To explore how the community can be supported in making more sustainable 
choices in all areas of life and behaviour, including travel, as well as initiatives 
such as the Refill Scheme and Boomerang Bags to reduce single use plas-
tics.  

 
2. Delegation of Functions: 

 
a. The Group acts as a Task Group to the Overview and Scrutiny Committee 

with no delegated decision making. The Group will submit its findings and 
recommendations for consideration by the Overview and Scrutiny Committee 
as appropriate. 
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3. Relationship with the Cabinet’s Climate Change Member Advisory Panel 
 

Climate Change Member 
Advisory Panel 

O&S Energy and Sustaina-
bility WG 

 
- Focuses on strategic and 

policy matters to develop 
the Council Climate 
Emergency response 

- Reviews, identifies and 
develops carbon reduc-
tion actions to inform the 
Council Plan each year 

- Work towards ambitions 
and strategic priorities of 
the Surrey Climate 
Change Strategy 

- Makes recommendations 
to Cabinet or Council as 
appropriate  

 

 
- Scrutinises the Council’s 

Climate Emergency re-
sponse, i.e. carbon re-
duction actions, their 
scope or funding 

- Recommends areas for 
improvement to the 
Overview and Scrutiny 
Committee 

- Explores and promotes 
sustainable life-style 
changes to the communi-
ty (i.e. exploring wider 
opportunities for carbon 
reduction in the borough) 
 

 
 

4. Composition:  
 

a. The Overview and Scrutiny Committee will consider whether it wishes to re-
establish the Working Group annually, as part of its established work pro-
gramme arrangements.  If established, the Group will compromise up to six 
Members, none of whom shall be on the Cabinet.  Group Leaders will be in-
vited to nominate Members for the Group, but Membership for the year will be 
determined by the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.  The quorum will be 
three Members. 
 

b. As the Working Group is not constituted on a politically proportionate basis, 
the Council’s formal temporary substitution arrangements will not apply. 
 

c. Relevant Officers will be in attendance at the meetings. There is the option to 
invite specific Officers or specific individuals, such as climate change experts, 
to attend meetings to discuss specific areas.  

 
5. Role of the Members: 

 
a. The Working Group will overview, scrutinise and report to the Overview and 

Scrutiny Committee as appropriate on the Council’s response to the Climate 
Emergency, i.e. developments of the Carbon Management and Reduction Ac-
tion Plan. 
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b. The Working Group will report recommendations for improvements to the 

Overview and Scrutiny Committee relating to the Council’s response to the 
Climate Emergency. This may refer for instance to the timing, scope or con-
tent of carbon reduction and climate change actions or policies planned. 

 
c. The Working Group will identify and promote appropriate actions to support 

the community in making more sustainable lifestyle choices. 
 

6. Frequency of Meetings: 
 

a. Meetings will be convened when required, in consultation with the Chairman, 

(and it is anticipated that the Group will typically meet every two months 

where there is business to conduct). 

 


